
Grade 5 Mask Art Challenge 
Miss Breier 
May 18-22 

 

 

Kimmy Contrell Mask Art Challenge!  

Monday, May 18 1. MISS BREIER ZOOM OFFICE HOURS ARE from 10am-11am Monday 
through Friday. Be sure to email or zoom check in with me at least once 
this week, even if you don’t have questions (you can still say hi!) to earn 
your participation credit for the week. 

2. This week, your CREATIVELY QUARANTINED challenge involves you 
creating a mask! Using your creativity, you are going to design your very 
own mask, using inspiration from artists Kimmy Cantrell!  For this 
challenge, you may choose to create a DIGITAL mask (3D-Paint), PAPER 
mask (pencil, crayon, marker), or COLLAGE mask (create a mask by using 
found objects or items). 

3. Today, search the internet and your mind to see what is out there 
currently: Start here with the website of Kimmy Cantrell:  

http://www.artjaz.com/artists/20.html Kimmy Cantrell 

counterbalances seemingly irreconcilable elements to create 
pleasing compositions. The contrasting, asymmetrical aspect of his 

compositions challenge traditional definitions of beauty. His idea is 
to show the beauty within flaws. In his own words, "Imperfections 
tell stories far more compelling than perfection. I’ve always loved 
primitive art, and I try to reflect that raw, primitive style in my 
own interpretations. Some of my work is tribal, and some is more 
universal. We all have roots, and the roots tend to come out in the 

works we create.” Written in the eyes and titles, vibrantly colored 
faces tell stories which reflect the artist own experiences.  

4. Start to research and brainstorm possible mask ideas!  
Tuesday, May 19 5. Today, sketch out your idea.  What will your mask look like? What is the 

purpose or function of your mask? What is it going to be made from? (If 
you choose to do a digital or paper drawing, what materials do you 
imagine you would use to create your mask if you were going to create it 
in real-life?  

Wednesday, May 20 6. Today, you can begin your final design. What will your mask look like? 
What is the purpose or function of your mask? What is it going to be made 
from? (If you choose to do a digital or paper drawing, what materials do 
you imagine you would use to create your mask if you were going to 
create it in real-life? 

Thursday, May 21 7. Today, continue to create your final design. What will your mask look like? 
What is the purpose or function of your mask? What is it going to be made 
from? (If you choose to do a digital or paper drawing, what materials do 
you imagine you would use to create your mask if you were going to 
create it in real-life? 

Friday, May 22 8. Once you have completed your mask art, photograph your final work and 
submit in your class notebook under CREATIVELY QUARANTINED 2020 by 
Friday, May 11 at NOON. 

9. Briefly summarize your experience underneath your photo.  What was it 
like to create in this way? What, if anything did you find challenging about 
this process? How successful do you think you were with this week’s art 
challenge, and why?  

ART SLEUTH BONUS CHALLENGE: Send Miss Breier a picture of you “wearing” your actual mask! Share 

your picture with Miss Breier by email by Friday, May 22 for a virtual shout out and high five!   

http://www.artjaz.com/artists/20.html

